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Case Study
Wholesale Fresh Produce Market
Industry: Fresh Produce
Solution: PCI Agent Assist Phone Payments
Location: East Coast Australia

Results:

Eliminated Card Holder Data (CHD)
Simplified PCI DSS compliance (Annual ongoing cost savings)
Reduced Telecommunications Costs by 24%

Wholesale Fresh Produce Market is a mid-sized East Coast enterprise providing live auction produce bidding. We deployed
our PCI Agent Assist Phone Payment service to eliminate card holder data (CHD) from entering into their environment,
vastly reducing their PCI compliance requirements, whilst also reducing their telecommunications costs by 24%.
BACKGROUND
The produce market relies heavily on their extensive IT and Telecommunications services to provide live bidding auctions
five days a week for fast moving perishable goods. Their environment includes large projection screens, databases, custom
software, hundreds of computer terminals, vLAN and an on-site telephone system. The telephone system used VoIP over
the internal vLAN and has 20 external ISDN channels to their carrier. The business also has a training school enabling
students to enrol in various produce industry courses. Students pay their fees by credit card on-line and over the
telephone. Many students telephone the school to discuss course options, pay their fees by credit card and schedule course
dates.
CHALLENGE
When students make credit card payments over the telephone, the CHD passes through the VoIP telephone system and
vLAN, thereby bringing their entire IT and telecommunications environment of the business into scope of PCI DSS
compliance. The produce market IT environment is complex and to bring into scope of PCI DSS compliance would be a large
and costly process, if at all such compliance could ever be achieved in full. They looked at isolating the training school from
the wider produce market so that calls to the school would not pass through the vLAN of the main business and with some
work this may have been achievable. However, there was concern that a call may be answered by the main reception desk
and then transferred to a phone extension in the school and thereby bringing CHD into the vLAN environment.
SOLUTION
The produce market chose our PCI Agent Assist Phone Payment service to eliminate CHD from entering their environment.
Telecommunications
The produce market telephone numbers were ported to our environment. We replaced the 20 channels of ISDN with 20
channels of SIP (noting that ISDN is approaching end of life in Australia). All inbound and outbound calls are now carried by
our environment. The produce market’s telephone system, handsets and vLAN remained unchanged.
Telephone Payments
During a telephone call, when a credit card payment is required, the staff member enters the invoice number and amount
into the web interface, then directs the caller to enter their card details using their telephone keypad. We capture the
keypad tones (DTMF) and masks those tones from being passed through to the produce market. The student and staff
member have continuous voice conversation throughout the process. No CHD is passed through to the produce market
infrastructure, thereby dramatically simplifying their PCI DSS compliance.

Cost Savings
Simplifying PCI DSS compliance is a massive cost saving that’s difficult to put a value on. The produce market now also
enjoys the lower call rates from our network which have reduced their telephone costs by 24%.

Key Points










No change to contact centre telephone system, vLAN or IT infrastructure.
Contact centre staff enter invoice number and amount in TelcoEdge web interface.
Customer enters card details using telephone keypad.
TelcoEdge masks those tones from entering contact centre environment.
Customer and contact centre agent have continuous voice conversation throughout the process.
TelcoEdge processes the payment and provides the results to the contact centre.
No card holder data is passed through to contact centre.
PCI compliance is dramatically simplified.
Contact centre telephone costs reduced by 24%.
Other
We provide a wide range of custom phone payment solutions to government and enterprises processing payments for
license renewals, motor vehicle registration, court imposed fines, subscriptions, bill payment and services with integrated
live agent features.
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